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Twilight switch 1...200lx DASY 10-2/250-10

Doepke
DASY 10-2/250-10
09500043
4014712160125 EAN/GTIN

4068,39 INR excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 16-17 days* (IND)

Twilight switch DASY 10-2/250-10 Sensor version Built-in light sensor, contacts 1 NO contact, switch-on brightness 1... 200lx, switch-off brightness 1... 200lx, switch-off delay
40s, switch-on delay 10s, max. switching capacity 2500W, surface-mounting type, material plastic, Material quality thermoplastic, other surface, design of the surface matt,
other color, RAL number (similar) 9003, nominal voltage 230V, max. switching current (resistive load) 10A, operating temperature -25... 45°C, suitable for protection class (IP)
IP54, min. depth of the device box 0mm, twilight switches switch electrical consumers on when it is dark and off again when it is light. The devices in this series have a fixed
hysteresis. The twilight value at which the lighting is to be switched on can be set. Switching off occurs at 1.5 times this value. Depending on the version, the housing color is
white or anthracite. Properties: Large setting range from 1 lux... 200 lux and high switching stability, fast and precise setting of the switching values thanks to logarithmic
characteristics and instantaneous LEDs, extensive insensitivity to optical feedback thanks to fixed hysteresis, no unwanted switching when the ambient brightness changes
briefly, temporary suppression the switching delay after setting for immediate load checking, robust switching contact allows parallel compensated lamps to be switched, large
connection space and cable entries for easy cable connection, type of installation: surface-mounted housing for wall mounting indoors and outdoors. Pole or tube mounting is
also possible when using the optionally available fastening set. Areas of application: Controlling the lighting of streets, buildings and industrial sites. Notes: Product designation
''we'' for white housing. ''on'' for anthracite housing.
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